


Steno Marcegaglia, Founder (1930-2013) 

“The formula to create a leading enterprise:
a strong ambition, the determination to take risks, 
tenacity and commitment of the whole workforce”.

Marcegaglia is the leading industrial group 
worldwide in the steel processing sector, 
with a yearly output of 5 million tons. 



The group has operations worldwide with 7,000 
employees, 60 sales offices, 210 representations 
and 43 manufacturing plants covering 6 million 
square metres, where 5,500 kilometres of carbon 
and stainless steel products are manufactured 
every day, serving more than 15,000 customers. 

Activities in the steel sector and other businesses 
generated over 4 billion euro turnover in 2013. 
Founded in 1959 and fully owned by the 
Marcegaglia family, the group is headquartered 
in Gazoldo degli Ippoliti, Mantova (Italy).

Antonio Marcegaglia 
Chairman 
Chief Executive Officer

Emma Marcegaglia 
Vice Chairman
Chief Executive Officer 



the growth factor

Marcegaglia pursues the continuous 
growth of its steel transformation business 
through consistent
investments 
in its production chain.

“Four key strategies driving
Marcegaglia today: reinforce structured 
supply, focus on core business,
increase international presence,
develop further investments to support
our continuous growth”.

Antonio Marcegaglia 
Chairman 
Chief Executive Officer



The group’s financial results over the last ten years 
show outstanding growth rates compared to 
the figures of local and world economies in 
the same period. Marcegaglia strategy combines 
a policy of constant earnings reinvestment 
and an accurate process of improving efficiency 
in exploiting inputs. 
As a result of large-scale investments in 
manufacturing plants worldwide, the output 
of carbon and stainless steel tubes and sheets has 
been boosted, expecting to bring global turnover 
to nearly 5 billion euro by 2015.

the growth factor

5,0 billion euro 
turnover (2015e)

Turnover

* CAGR = Compound annual growth rate
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steel90%

product range

MARCEGAGLIA coil division

- pickled coils
- cold rolled coils
- hot dip galvanized coils
- pre-painted steel products

MARCEGAGLIA
cold-drawn bar division 

- carbon steel cold-drawn bars
- free cutting steel cold-drawn bars

MARCEGAGLIA
stainless steel division 

- stainless steel flat products
- stainless steel welded tubes
- stainless steel long products
- stainless steel cold-drawn bars

MARCEGAGLIA strip division
MARCEGAGLIA sheet division
MARCEGAGLIA heavy plate division 

- black strips and sheets
- pickled strips and sheets
- cold rolled strips and sheets
- hot dip galvanized strips and sheets
- oscillated wound coils
- diamond and teardrop patterned sheets
- heavy plates

MARCEGAGLIA tube division
MARCEGAGLIA cold-drawn tube division 

- carbon steel welded tubes
- cold-drawn welded tubes
- refrigeration tubes



steel90%
steel

group structure
Plants:
MARCEGAGLIA Gazoldo degli Ippoliti

MARCEGAGLIA Albignasego

MARCEGAGLIA Boltiere

MARCEGAGLIA Casalmaggiore

MARCEGAGLIA Contino

MARCEGAGLIA Corsico

MARCEGAGLIA Dusino San Michele

MARCEGAGLIA Forlì

MARCEGAGLIA Lainate

MARCEGAGLIA Lomagna

MARCEGAGLIA Montechiarugolo

MARCEGAGLIA Osteria Grande

MARCEGAGLIA Pozzolo Formigaro

MARCEGAGLIA Ravenna 

MARCEGAGLIA San Giorgio di Nogaro

MARCEGAGLIA Tezze sul Brenta

Sales offices:
 
MARCEGAGLIA coil division

MARCEGAGLIA strip division

MARCEGAGLIA sheet division

MARCEGAGLIA heavy plate division

MARCEGAGLIA tube division

MARCEGAGLIA cold-drawn tube division

MARCEGAGLIA cold-drawn bar division

MARCEGAGLIA stainless steel division

MARCEGAGLIA ETA division

MARCEGAGLIA TRISIDER division

Worldwide - Plants and sales offices:
MARCEGAGLIA CHINA Yangzhou

MARCEGAGLIA DO BRASIL Garuva

MARCEGAGLIA POLAND Kluczbork

MARCEGAGLIA RU Vladimir

MARCEGAGLIA U.K. Dudley

MARCEGAGLIA USA Munhall

Worldwide - Sales offices:
MARCEGAGLIA BENELUX Antwerpen

MARCEGAGLIA DEUTSCHLAND
Düsseldorf

MARCEGAGLIA FRANCE Lyon

MARCEGAGLIA IBERICA Barcelona

MARCEGAGLIA INDIA Pune

MARCEGAGLIA MOSCOW

MARCEGAGLIA ROMANIA Cluj

Steel mills partnership
agreements:
BRE.M.A. Warmwalz Bremen



others

product range

10%

BUILDING

Construction equipment
- scaffolding systems
- building site hoists
- formworks and shoring
- naval systems
- grandstands and stages

Metal building envelope
- insulating panels
- cold formed 
 and corrugated sheets

Insulating panels 
for sectional doors

Photovoltaic systems

Guardrails

Storage systems

HOME PRODUCTS

Components 
for the household 
appliances Industry
- condensers
- evaporators
- heat pumps

Components 
for the cleaning industry
- metal handles

ENERGY

- power generation
 from renewable
 sources

TOURISM

- hospitality activities

OTHER ACTIVITIES

- environmental
 safety, quality

- engineering

- finance

REAL ESTATE 



home productsbuilding energy tourism other activities real estate

group structure

others10%

MARCEGAGLIA buildtech
Plants and sales offices:
Graffignana
Milano
Potenza
Pozzolo Formigaro
Taranto

MARCEGAGLIA POLAND
Plant and sales offices:
Praszka 

MARCEGAGLIA ROMA-
NIA
Plant and sales offices:
Timişoara

MARCEGAGLIA GULF
Sales offices:
Doha

MARCEGAGLIA PERù
Sales offices:
Lima

EUROENERGY GROUP
Lainate

ETA Cutro

ETA Manfredonia

APPIA ENERGY Massafra

ECOENERGIA
Massafra

CO.GE.AM Massafra

SOCIETà PROGETTO 
AMBIENTE
Bacino Bari Cinque
Bacino Lecce Due
Bacino Lecce Tre
Provincia di Lecce
Provincia di Foggia

ALBARELLA

CASTEL MONASTERO

Ex Arsenale LA 
MADDALENA

LE TONNARE

PUGNOCHIUSO

MADE HSE Mantova

ELET.CA Signa 

S.I.P.A.C Luxembourg

MARCEGAGLIA IRELAND 
Dublin

ALLU’S Pordenone

SIM Teramo 

SAZ Mantova

GABETTI Property Solutions 
Milano

IMAT 
Plant and sales offices:
Fontanafredda

MARCEGAGLIA 
DO BRASIL
Plant and sales offices:
Garuva

MARCEGAGLIA POLAND
Plant and sales offices:
Praszka 

OSKAR
Plants and sales offices:
Mezzolara di Budrio



Giving shape to steel means developing 
a series of strictly controlled manufacture 
steps with competence, experience 
and know-how.  

unique personality



The unique strategic positioning of Marcegaglia 
on the global steel scenario, as well as its peculiar 
marketing features, are strongly tied to its group 
structure and organization.
Marcegaglia continuously supports its production 
chain with investments aimed to higher 
technological standards for its products. 

A highly skilled staff of technicians and quality 
assurance specialists employed in permanent 
research and development activities has earned 
Marcegaglia the most important international 
certifications for products and processes.

unique personality



Focusing on product differentiation, 
Marcegaglia is a supplier to a wide array 
of markets around the world, with a 
growing share of international sales. 

steel is everywhere
Production
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We offer regularly our product portfolio to a base 
of more than 15,000 customers worldwide, from 
distribution to the building sector, up to highly 
specialized OEM. 

Customers can count on a well-established sales 
network of 250 agencies dedicated to their full 
satisfaction in terms of quick responses as well 
as product quality. 

Turnover by industry  

Worldwide turnover
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Food and Dairy 

Furniture, Houseware
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steel is everywhere
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A worldwide network of 
partnership agreements provides 
reliable supply of raw materials 
of all grades to our facilities.

at the source



Marcegaglia stands among the steel market’s 
top independent players in the world. 

On one side, freedom on the raw material market 
translates into great flexibility in stock management 
and price policies; on the other, pioneering strategic 
partnership agreements on a world scale ensure 
quality steel supply on a regular basis. 

From coils downstream, our controlled value chain 
develops into the world’s widest product portfolio.  

at the source



Steel coil processing is at the core 
of Marcegaglia activities. 
The complete range of first transformation 
processes is carried out within 
our production facilities worldwide.  

the flat universe



Among our manufacturing plants, 
Ravenna stands out as the largest 
production complex, equipped with 
high capacity pickling, cold rolling, 
hot-dip galvanizing, annealing, 
skinpassing and pre-painting lines, 
plus Europe’s largest service center. 
Marcegaglia Ravenna also serves 
as the nerve-center and intermodal hub 
of the whole group’s production and 
distribution network, thanks to efficient 
rail connections and internal harbour 
docks. 
First transformation activities also 
include the manufacturing 
of heavy plates for the building and 
infrastructure sector as well as for 
the carpentry and machinery industry. 1st

product range in the 
world, in terms of 
width and variety

the flat universe



After first transformation, 
within its controlled value chain Marcegaglia 
develops the world’s widest range 
of steel semi-products and finished goods.

all you need, in tubes



Within its manufacturing units, which include Europe’s 
largest cold-drawn tube plant in Boltiere, the world’s 
biggest facility for stainless steel tubing production 
in Forlì and the advanced-technology welded tube 
plants of Gazoldo degli Ippoliti and Casalmaggiore, 
Marcegaglia can offer today the world’s widest 
product range of tubes, open profiles and 
cold-drawn bars.
A unique range both in terms of materials, 
carbon and stainless steel grades which comply 
to the requirements of several industry sectors, 
and in terms of shapes and thicknesses, from 
standard products to the most sophisticated 
value-added, highly customized solutions. 

50 times the earth’s 
circumference: 
the length of products 
processed every year

all you need, in tubes



Carbon and stainless 
steel cold-drawn bars complete the range 
of Marcegaglia long products. 

tough bars



The product range of cold-drawn round, 
square, flat and hexagonal bars 
by Marcegaglia is suitable 
for applications in the mechanical 
and machine tools sector as well as 
for the automotive industry and 
the building sector.

tough bars



stainless steel growth

Marcegaglia is the world’s top manufacturer
of stainless steel welded tubes, with a yearly
capacity of 400 thousand tonnes and eight
manufacturing units worldwide. 



Within a strategy of consistent investments
in its production chain, Marcegaglia has added
a new range of hot rolled and cold rolled coils
and sheets to its well-established production
of austenitic and ferritic stainless steel products 
including welded tubes, bright bars, flat bars
and cold formed sections. 

stainless steel growth



With a specific know-how in the building 
and construction sector, Marcegaglia offers
technologically advanced, fully developed
end products.

steel building the world



Our range of insulating panels, 
corrugated sheets, cold formed sections 
and structural tubes is the answer for residential 
and industrial construction. 

Marcegaglia is also the reliable partner 
for steel scaffolding and shoring, 
road safety barriers and storage systems. 

steel building the world



A world of components for household 
appliances and the cleaning industry. 

steel at home



For the refrigeration and household appliance 
industry, Marcegaglia develops highly customized 
cooling systems for condensation and evaporation, 
tailored on the individual manufacturing process 
of customers.

Marcegaglia is also the world’s top producer 
of metal handles and special components for brooms, 
brushes and DIY.  

steel at home



At the heart of steel processing, 
engineering better solutions for every 
manufacturing step. 

works in progress



Marcegaglia engineering’s specialized staff 
is dedicated to a well-established activity of design 
and construction of manufacturing plants for the steel 
industry including revamping, automation and IT 
systems.  

150 engineers
and technicians

works in progress



building with energy

In order to sustain the value of its industrial 
activities, as well as to strengthen the basis 
of its growth, Marcegaglia has diversified 
its presence in the energy sector, with electrical 
power generation from renewable sources and 
the development of photovoltaic technology.



first class relax

Marcegaglia tourism operates in the development 
and management of vacation resorts, 
hotel and real estate with the island of Albarella, 
the holiday center amidst the Venice laguna, 
the village of Pugnochiuso on the Gargano shores 
and the village “Le Tonnare” in Stintino 
(North Sardinia). 

Le Tonnare

Isola di Albarella

Castel Monastero

Ex Arsenale
La  Maddalena

Pugnochiuso



Antwerpen Bremen

Munhall

Garuva

Dublin

Dudley

Lyon

Barcelona

Doha

Cluj

Moscow
Praszka

Kluczbork

Yangzhou

Timişoara

Pune

Lima

Vladimir

Düsseldorf

worldwide presence

MARCEGAGLIA Gazoldo degli Ippoliti
via Bresciani, 16

46040 Gazoldo Ippoliti, Mantova - Italy
phone +39 . 0376 685 1 - fax +39 . 0376 685 600

www.marcegaglia.com

6,000,000 sqm manufacturing 
areas

Headquarters



via Bresciani, 16 
46040 Gazoldo Ippoliti, Mantova - Italy
www.marcegaglia.com


